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Introduction
Any effort to assess the Islamic past, as we aim to do in this conference,
ultimately rests on some delineation of the phenomena we are assessing, including
some means of determining what past is Islamic and what past is not. This
implicates us in the rich debate over the nature and definition of Islam, but by no
means does it require that we construct a new definition. The body of writing on
the question of what is Islam is so large, and the stature of the thinkers involved
so great, that most plausible answers to the question can be conveyed in a few
citations. And any radical departure requires rare erudition and sophistication, of
the sort on display in the latest significant contribution, Shahab Ahmed’s 2015
masterwork, What is Islam: The Importance of Being Islamic.1 The menu of definitions
of “history” and “the past” is perhaps even longer. It is thus easy enough to pair a
preferred definition of Islam with a well-chosen theory of history and move on to
the particulars of one’s expertise.
In this essay, however, I want to explore some questions that engage the
interaction of the two problems. In particular, I want to reexamine one approach
to defining Islam in light of both historical processes and the writing of history.
That definitional approach is one I will sum up under the term “self-ascription.” It
is the line of thinking that Shahab Ahmed called the “whatever-Muslims-say-it-is”
argument, one intertwined with the approach he called “islams-not-Islam.”2
The self-ascription or “whatever-Muslims-say-it-is” argument avoids
endorsing one of the countless contradictory claims to the true understanding of
Islam by accepting them all. In the words of Albert Hourani, “whatever people
have believed to be Islam is Islam.”3 It follows, then, that since each individual
conception of Islam is Islam, and since many of these conceptions rule each other
out, there are many Islams. Indeed, most arguments for islams-not-Islam rest
implicitly upon such self-ascription.
This position has some obvious scientific and political advantages.
Scientifically, it is precise and yet flexible, bringing a wide range of apparently
mutually exclusive (yet connected) phenomena into view without relying on
Shahab Ahmed, What Is Islam?: The Importance of Being Islamic (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 2015).
2 Ahmed, 113, 129–52, 246, 266–70.
3 Albert Hourani, “Islamic History, Middle Eastern History, Modern History,” in Islamic
Studies: A Tradition and Its Problems (Malibu: Undena Publications, 1979).
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subjective measures. Politically, it saves scholars from telling someone who regards
themselves as a Muslim that their faith is not Islam. And it undermines
essentialism, the flawed epistemology at the root of most anti-Islamic repression.
The self-ascription approach has also raised strong objections, counting
among its detractors Talal Asad and Shahab Ahmed. Most widespread is the
concern that such a definition is empty, nominal, or meaningless. By accepting
everything Islam supposedly becomes nothing. The door to an Islam without
Muhammad, or without the Quran, is seemingly left wide open. A secondary
complaint is that, ironically, it dismisses certain Muslim claims about Islam. Many,
perhaps most, Muslims define Islam in ways that exclude some other selfidentified Muslims’ beliefs from the category of Islam. These claims about the
nature of Islam are openly rejected by the self-ascription approach as definitions
of Islam (though they are not rejected as forms of Islam). Thus the self-ascription
argument has been seen to contradict Muslims’ beliefs even as it claims to emerge
from them.
This essay will address questions about self-ascription that have received
little attention from either side. Most importantly, why do people self-identify as
Muslims in the first place? And what exactly does self-ascription comprise? What
effects follow from the act of self-ascription? Finally, if we survey scholarship on
Islam, how does the term “Islam” actually get used? In addressing these questions
I aim not only to mount a defense of the self-ascription approach, but to
understand more fully the implications of self-ascription in Islamic contexts across
time: the inducements to self-ascribe, the ramifications, and the consequent
entanglements with historical representation. I argue that self-ascription is not
merely an act of naming, but rather an engagement with a long, many-tendrilled
historical process, and that this process, the spread of ascription, is also a uniting
focus of diverse Islamic historical traditions. The self-ascription approach leads to
a more expansive definition of Islamic history, embracing a wider variety of
traditions. And when we generalize about these traditions, that is to say, when we
describe the features most widely shared among them, we find an Islamic history
that reflects and substantiates the centrality of self-ascription in delineating the
scope of Islam.
“Nominal” and “under-determined”
The most sustained and direct critique of the islams-not-Islam approach,
and by extension self-ascription, belongs to Shahab Ahmed, who detailed a long
series of objections over the course of twenty three pages of his What is Islam.
While Ahmed’s objections are too numerous to address individually in the space I
have here, there is a connecting thread that makes his work an effective launching
point for my argument. That thread is the notion that the “islams-not-Islam”
argument and particularly its “whatever-Muslims-say-it-is” subset are “underdetermined” and “nominal.”

For Ahmed, mistaken conceptions of Islam are placed along a spectrum
of over-determined to under-determined (in his metaphor they turn in opposite
directions along an axis of determinedness). This is one of two main problems he
finds in all such failed conceptions of Islam. The implication is that this is a matter
of proper calibration, that the proper understanding of Islam is not over- or
under-determined but rather just-right-determined, a Goldilocks Islam that turns
neither clockwise nor counterclockwise around the axis of determinedness.
Ahmed objects to definitions that have given Islam too strong of an essence, but
he does not want Islam to have no essence. He advocates for essentialism lite. In
this view, islams-not Islam falls on the underdetermined side, or, rather, spins in
the underdetermined direction.
Ahmed points out that it is not enough to say that there are Islams, in the
plural, without defining what Islam, the singular, would then represent. Thus,
Ahmed asks, “is there a single Islam of which these plurals are somehow
expressions?” Those in the islams-not-Islam camp would simply answer that there
is not. But this hints at a practical question: of all the varied local cultural and
religious phenomena, Islamic and not Islamic, how do we determine which are
Islams and which are not? It is much later in the book that Ahmed confronts the
simplest solution to this problem, one which has been employed not just in the
study of religion, but also, and more notably, the study of ethnicity: selfascription.4 Under this view an Islam is any phenomenon which is claimed to be
Islam by someone who considers themselves a devotee of Islam, i.e a Muslim. To
return to Ahmed’s question, while any individual Muslim’s Islam can exist in the
singular, it is no more an expression of a single Islam than individual birds are
expressions of a single bird.
Ahmed’s central criticism of self identification is that it is “nominal” (all
emphases original):
…if Muslims are not doing what they are supposed to be doing
in order to be Muslims–if they are doing “much that would be
non-Islamic or even anti-Islamic” according to “Islamic
revelation vouchsafed by God to the Prophet Muhammad and
embodied in the Holy Book of the Qur’ān” and according to
“the whole imposing corpus of Islamic law, theology, tradition,
and practice” – then what is the connection between what they
were supposed or required to think and do and what they actually
thought and did? If there is no connection, then how is it in
anyway meaningful to name what they are doing “Islam”? In the
absence of a meaningful connection, Braude and Lewis’ use of
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the word “Islam” is entirely nominal–they have named the
civilization Islamic, but without telling us what makes it so.5
…[Hourani’s] analogy suggests that, merely because Muslims
identify with Islam …, we should not assume that there is in fact
a relationship between the act of identification and the putative
object of identity. Rather, the relationship is with a “symbol” that
can be invoked in diverse circumstances with no necessary
continuity—that is to say, no necessary coherence—between the
various instances of invocation. This would imply that symbol is
only nominally the same in each instance, but is substantively
different.
This idea that the “whatever-Muslims-say-it-is” approach is nominal, meaningless,
and unsubstantive, shares much with Ahmed’s essentializing (though he objects to
this description) critique of the islams-not-Islam approach as “under-determined.”
Ahmed worries that we have opened the door so widely that it is no longer a door
at all, or that we have reduced Islam to nothing more than a name. Is not this an
abandonment of the entire Islamic tradition? Where is the Prophet Muhammad?
Where is the Qur’ān?
Extremes
Rather than seek a moderate approach that softens such objections, let us
explore them at the extremes. Let us see how the self-ascription model operates in
its most uncompromising form and on the most troublesome cases, where the
objections outlined above are most attractive. A particularly pure reliance on selfascription for the formation of subjective categories can be found in Fredrik
Barth’s revolutionary essay on ethnicity in the 1969 volume, Ethnic Groups and
Boundaries: The Social Organization of Culture Difference. To this day Barth’s work
remains the most influential formulation of ethnicity for anthropologists, and it
certainly lies at the root of the “whatever-Muslims-say-it-is” position, if not also
the “islams-not-Islam” argument. Indeed, anthropologists have been central to the
formulation of these positions.6 And Barth’s theory leads directly to an extreme
real-world example. Following Barth’s lead, anthropologist Dru Gladney described
Ahmed, 268. Referring to Benjamin Braude and Bernard Lewis, Christians and Jews in the
Ottoman Empire: The Functioning of a Plural Society, vol. 2 (Holmes & Meier Pub, 1982).
6 For a representative and fully developed expression of the “islams-not-Islam position,
both Talal Asad and Shahab Ahmed turned to anthropologist Abdul Hamid El-Zein,
“Beyond Ideology and Theology: The Search for the Anthropology of Islam,” Annual
Review of Anthropology 6, no. 1 (1977): 227–254. Talal Asad, “The Idea of an Anthropology
of Islam,” Qui Parle 17, no. 2 (1986 2009): 2. For self-ascription, Asad cites Michael
Gilsenan, Recognizing Islam: Religion and Society in the Modern Middle East, Revised edition
(London: I.B.Tauris, 2000).
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as Muslims a group of people who would seem to confirm Ahmed’s fears about
the “nominal”: the Chendai Hui of Fujian, China, who called themselves Huijiao
ren (回教人) and “do not follow Islamic practices.”7
Barth’s concerns about ethnic categorization share much with Ahmed’s
goals in delineating Islam, even if his solutions were different. Just as Ahmed
repeatedly frames his study as a search for “coherence” in the face of diverse and
contradictory understandings of Islam, Barth asks what coherence it is that makes
us regard an ethnic group as identical across long stretches of time, even when the
cultural traits of that group change diachronically. Barth was reacting to the thenwidely accepted claim that an ethnic group:
1. is largely biologically self-perpetuating
2. shares fundamental cultural values, realized in overt unity in
cultural forms
3. makes up a field of communication and interaction
4. has a membership which identifies itself, and is identified by
others, as constituting a category distinguishable from other
categories of the same order.8
His answer was to discard all but the fourth element of the definition, to regard
“ethnic groups … as a form of social organization” expressed in ascription, rather
than an assemblage of particular biological, cultural, or social traits.9 Barth would
later be accused of disregarding cultural content entirely, and he would rebut that
charge in useful ways I will return to below.10 Nonetheless, Barth’s understanding
of ethnicity gained a wide following among anthropologists, including those who
applied it to the case of Islam and Muslims.
So it was that Dru Gladney surveyed “Muslim Chinese” across the
People’s Republic of China by studying any groups that called themselves “Hui,” a
Chinese word roughly corresponding to Muslim (though also indicating an ethnic
status). These groups included the Ding lineage of Chendai, Fujian, who, as of
1940, referred to themselves as people of the Hui teaching (Huijiao ren). When
Gladney met them in the 1980s the Dings were fighting to be recognized officially
by the state as Hui. According to Gladney, the Dings openly professed not to
participate in Islamic practices, so we might say, for example, that their
Dru Gladney, Muslim Chinese: Ethnic Nationalism in the People’s Republic, Second Edition, New
edition edition (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 1996), 262.
8 Fredrik Barth, Ethnic Groups and Boundaries: The Social Organization of Culture Difference
(Prospect Heights, Ill.: Waveland Press, 1998).
9 Barth.
10 Fredrik Barth, “Enduring and Emerging Issues in the Analysis of Ethnicity,” in The
Anthropology of Ethnicity: Beyond “Ethnic Groups and Boundaries,” ed. Hans Vermeulen and Cora
Govers (Amsterdam: Het Spinhuis, 1994).
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consumption of pork is not regarded by them as a part of Islam. 11 In a strict
understanding of self-ascription, the practices and beliefs of the Dings would not
be considered Islam, because the Dings count themselves as non-believers and
non-practitioners of Islam, even though they though they are “of” Islam (this by
virtue of their descent from Muslims). Without the original Chinese language
transcripts of the Ding interviews, it is difficult to analyze the Ding case in much
more detail, but their example raises more general questions about self-ascription
and the relationship of Chinese Muslims to the category of Islam.
When confronted with purported Muslims calling themselves Huijiao ren,
we are immediately forced to ask what it means to self-identify as a Muslim. An
extraordinary historical phenomenon, almost entirely unremarked upon in the
scholarly literature, becomes suddenly apparent: with only a few exceptions, every
group that has been considered Muslim, and every tradition (or religion or
civilization or discourse) that has been considered a manifestation of Islam, has
employed words whose etymological linkage to “Islām” and “Muslim” is not only
close but conspicuous. Thus we have people who call themselves musulmān rather
muslimūn, but only rare cases of etymologically divorced terms like Huijiao ren for
Muslim and Qingzhen for Islam.
The case of Chinese Muslims who call themselves by some form of the
word Hui may be one of very few exceptions to the rule, but it is a significant one.
In the People’s Republic of China the term Hui is entangled with ethnicity, as the
Hui are one of 56 official minzu (nationalities). Before this codification, however,
Hui and Huihui usually denoted either adherents of Islam in general, or, later,
Chinese-speaking Muslims. While the etymological roots of the term are not fully
traceable, it is widely understood to be a derivation of Huihu. Huihu, in turn, was
the Sinicized form of Uighur, the name of a kingdom and tribal confederation to
the west of China. Today, approximately ten million people in China (half of the
country’s Muslims), call themselves Hui. Among them, the most common term for
Islam is Qingzhen, a combination of Chinese words for pure and true.
A key moment in the rise of these etymologically distant Islamic terms
was the first publication of Islamic religious texts in the Chinese language. This
only happened at the end of the 16th century, more than eight centuries after the
first Muslims arrived in China. The earliest work to have lasting influence was
Wang Daiyu’s Great Learning of the Pure and Real (清真大學) of 1642, in which
Wang attempted to explain his belief system, one derived from Sufism in the vein
of Ibn ‘Arabi,12 to Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist literati, expressing concern

Gladney, Muslim Chinese. Unfortunately he does not reproduce the original Chinese for
“Islamic.”
12 Sachiko Murata, Chinese Gleams of Sufi Light (State University of New York Press, 2000),
23.
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that “the books of Islam are seldom seen by Confucians.”13 Six decades later, Liu
Zhi composed Sufi treatises that also appear to be aimed at highly educated nonMuslims, and attempted to gain respect for Muslims in the Confucian-dominated
world of Qing scholar-officials. Both authors based their writings on sources in
Persian and Arabic, such as the works of Rāzi, Nasafī, and Jāmī, which Liu Zhi
named in his text.14 Both authors wrote in a time when they would have been
called Hui or Huihui, and Wang Daiyu referred to himself as the “old man of the
real Hui.” When they labeled their thought system, they used the phrases “pure
and true,” “the Ultimate Way,” and “our teaching.”
Wang Daiyu addressed the problem of terminology explicitly in the
introduction to his work. His attitude toward language and translation is clearest in
his discussion of Buddhist and Daoist resonances in the text:
There is nothing lacking in the classical canon of Islam, but there
is no one outside the teaching who knows this. This is because
our languages are different. I wrote and discussed using their
[(Buddhists’ and Daoists’)] expressions precisely to make our
teachings comprehensive. All the borrowed expressions I used
were because of my concern to show how the principles work.
The expressions do not carry the same meaning, but if I had not
borrowed them, how could I make clear that these two doctrines
are different from ours?15
This passage is important for its explicitly functionalist approach to terminological
borrowing. It shows that Wang regarded his work as an effort at translation for
non-Muslims, rather than the syncretic project that scholars would later see in
early Chinese-language Muslim authors.
The linguistic landscape within China’s varied Muslim communities in
Wang’s era is unclear, although we know that religious education was largely
conducted in Persian and/or Arabic. The fact that Chinese-language writings
about Islam had only recently appeared suggests that Persian remained widely used
in the Qing, and with it, presumably a more familiar Islamic terminology, including
muslumān and Islām. In Yunnan in the late 19th century, textbooks on the Arabic
language were written with explanations in Persian,16 and to this day some Hui use
Persian numbers to communicate secretly during business transactions with nonHui. 17 However, by the twentieth century at the latest, Chinese was the first
language for the majority of Muslims in China proper (i.e. excluding the Qing
colonial conquests of Xinjiang and Tibet). These Muslims began relying on
Sachiko Murata, ed., The First Islamic Classic in Chinese: Wang Daiyu’s Real Commentary on the
True Teaching (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2017), 37.
14 Donald Daniel Leslie and Mohamed Wassel, “Arabic and Persian Sources Used by Liu
Chih,” Central Asiatic Journal 26, no. 1/2 (1982): 78–104.
15 Murata, The First Islamic Classic in Chinese, 39.
16 Ma Lianyuan, Hawāya (Kunming: Nancheng Mosque, 1895).
17 Author’s fieldnotes. Weishan, Yunnan, December 2017.
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Chinese-language texts of Liu Zhi, Wang Daiyu, and others—texts originally
aimed at explaining Islam to non-Muslims using Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist
terminology—for their understanding of Islam. Thus Qingzhen emerged as the
common designation for Islam, Qingzhensi (temple of the pure and real) for
mosque, and Huihui for Muslim.
An Arabic revival over the course of the twentieth century eventually
brought Sinicized Arabic terms like terms like Yisilan (Islam) and Musilin to
prominence, but it is probably safe to say that at times there have been Huihui in
China who professed allegiance to Huijiao or Qingzhen, with no awareness of terms
etymologically related to Islam and Muslim. By the self-ascription approach, do they
count as Muslims? Does their “Hui teaching” count as Islam?
Two possible responses are obvious. One option is take the words of
Hourani and other “whatever-Muslims-say-it-is” supporters in a literal sense, and
reject such Huihui claims on the basis that they do not literally call their teachings
“Islam.” This would confirm Ahmed’s argument that the self-ascription approach
is merely nominal. It is also a position that no self-ascription supporter has ever
described or employed. Certainly Gladney, for example, when faced with the
variation among the Hui, did not adopt this kind of extreme phonemic literalism.
There is something that feels instinctively absurd about such literal nominalism.
One might argue that this is the exposure of a fatal flaw in the self-ascription
position. I argue that it exposes something else: self-ascription is something more
than simply attaching oneself to a name devoid of meaning. The What makes
Huihui and Muslims (and Qingzhen and Islam) equivalent is the very history of
Islam in China that I outlined above. It is a history of transmission and, in this
particular case, efforts at translation that were regarded as crucial to transmission.
Self-ascription is, among other things, an engagement with the whole of Islamic
past that brought the Huihui to call their “teaching” Qingzhen.
To understand self-ascription as the mere attachment to a particular
combination of phonemes or a particular empty symbol is ahistorical. It fails to
consider why people have devoted themselves to a phenomenon and called it
Islam. Where did they get the idea to use this “mere name” and why did they find
it beneficial to do so? The answer is the entire sweep of the history of Islams.
Without the Qur’an and without Muhammad, no one would claim to be Muslim
or to devote themselves to Islam. Without the Indian Ocean trade perhaps no one
in Indonesia would use these words. Without the beauty of Rumi’s poetry, or the
miracles of an itinerant ishan, some part of the population of Central Asia would
have taken generations longer to embrace something they called Islam. Everyone
had to learn of the existence of the name Islam from someone else. The chain of
transmission proceeded mostly through Muslims, and in all cases can be traced
ultimately to the prophet Muhammad and his companions. The shapes of various
Islams were determined by the Muslims from whom new Muslims learned the
word Islam, and from the original insights, transmitted texts, old habits, foreign

influences, local wisdoms, etc. of people who convinced (often fellow) Muslims of
some part of their understanding of “Islam.” The name “Islam” has been driven
across the globe by the entire history of Islamic societies (societies in which
Muslims were predominant) and brings with it that history, or, if we are interested
in some particular slice of the human experience, that body of rituals, that
discourse, that accumulation of laws, that literature, and on and on: all of the
things we fear losing with the self-ascription argument.
The act of self-ascription also goes beyond reflection of and engagement
with the history of transmission, in ways that are particularly visible in religious
conversion. Conversion itself is an extreme case, insofar as most Muslims over the
last fourteen centuries have inherited rather than adopted their identification as
Muslims. In his work on conversion among the Golden Horde of the Russian and
Central Asian steppes, Devin DeWeese pointed out unrecognized significance in
the adoption of the designation “Muslim.” DeWeese was partly arguing against the
commonplace that the Islam of Inner Asian Muslims has historically been
“‘nominal’ and superficial,” but his insights on the potential meaning of selfascription are valuable in and of themselves:
To call oneself “Muslim” or by a name whose mention evokes
recollection of an islamizer, or of an entire “sacred history” or
genealogy linked to Islamization, is no trivial matter. To adopt a
name is to change one’s reality, and in this sense there is hardly a
deeper “conversion” than a nominal one.
DeWeese goes on to emphasize the difficulty of abandoning old spoken rituals
(such as acts of self-ascription), the correspondences between name/form and
spiritual power in Islamic traditions, “Islamic assumptions regarding the sacred
power of the external to affect the internal,” and the implications of “opening”
inherent in communal adoptions of the name “Islam.” Mine is a brutal
simplification of a sophisticated argument, but the point is that DeWeese argues
from within both Islamic and pre-Islamic Inner Asian discourses that selfascription is something much richer than “nominal” would suggest.18
And what does it take for individuals to present themselves as devoted to
a phenomenon called Islam, especially when, in all known cases of such devotion,
they believe that phenomenon to include a host of actions beyond a speech-act,
for example the assumption of certain loyalties or duties? Beyond a history of
transmission or a moment of conversion, there is a present and future of selfascription’s continuing effects. Presenting oneself as a Muslim has consequences.
In a given context, a Muslim is expected to act in certain ways, to consume certain
texts, to honor certain loyalties, or to hold certain beliefs. Rather than an empty,
symbolic association, self-ascription is an embrace of a world of contextDevin DeWeese, Islamization and Native Religion in the Golden Horde: Baba Tükles and
Conversion to Islam in Historical and Epic Tradition (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania
State University Press, 1994), 55–57.
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dependent expectations, requirements, responsibilities, privileges, and
disadvantages—in short, a certain way of relating to others understood as “Islam.”
Islamic history
Because self-ascription as a Muslim involves identification with other
(self-ascribed) Muslims, it implicates the Muslim in shared Islamic representations
of the past. This is another of the continuing effects of self-ascription: a Muslim,
by virtue of self-ascription, situates herself in some version of Islamic history.
Islamic historical traditions have obviously varied greatly across societies in which
Muslims are/were predominant. Nonetheless, the great majority of Islamic
historical traditions have in common an unusual emphasis on transmission, the
phenomenon that drives self-ascription and ties all Muslims back to the earliest
Islamic community. Thus, the use of transmission to understand the scope of
Islam (via self-ascription) is not entirely alien to Islamic historical traditions
themselves.
Thus far I have used “history” in the lay sense of everything that
happened in the past, but for the remainder of this essay I will reserve that word
for a narrower phenomenon. For this purpose I borrow Greg Dening’s definition
of history as the past “transformed into texts— texts written down, texts spoken,
texts caught in the forms of material things” and “the texted past for which we
have a cultural poetic.”19 Even accepting this definition of history alongside the
self-ascription definition of Islam, there are still numerous possible meanings of
“Islamic history.” The phrase could indicate the history of Muslims’ pasts, the
history of Islams past, histories that Muslims deem Islamic, histories created by
Muslims, histories of Muslims’ pasts created by Muslims, histories of societies in
which Muslims have been predominant, and so on. The openness of the term is
reflected in the multiplicity of ways it is used. And this is to ignore formulations
based on other understandings of history: Islamic history often denotes the
professional academic study of the history of societies in which Muslims have
been predominant. Without advocating for the superiority of any one of these
framings, I will here use “Islamic history” to denote the vast collectivity of
histories (texted pasts) created by Muslims, and “Islamic histories” to denote
narrower bodies of texts or individual texts created by Muslims. This is roughly
what has sometimes been covered under the study of “Islamic historiography.”20
If Muslims are people who identify as Muslims, and Islam is whatever
they say it is, then Islamic history as I have framed it is an extraordinarily large,
diverse, and geographically widespread phenomenon, including oral performances
of the West African epic of Sundiata, the Huihui Yuanlai (Origins of the Chinese
Muslims) of China, historical essays in the Nation of Islam’s official US newspaper,
Greg Dening, The Death of William Gooch: A History’s Anthropology (Honolulu: University
of Hawai’i Press, 1995), 14.
20 Chase Robinson, Islamic Historiography (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
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oral accounts of Sunan Kalijaga from Indonesia,21 the Alexander Romance, and
perhaps Shahab Ahmad’s What is Islam?, not to mention more widely recognized
Islamic histories such as Ṭabari’s chronicle, dynastic histories such as the
Saljuqnama, Persian local histories, and the Qur’ān. This is a more expansive
conception of Islamic history than what is found in most English-language
scholarship. The current academic historiography of Muslim societies is
overwhelmingly dominated by cultural products of the Middle East, as is the
modern academic field of the history of Muslim societies. Marshall Hodgson’s
influential Venture of Islam presented Muslim societies beyond the Middle East as
“Islamicate” rather than Islamic, a term that has gained wide currency despite its
essentializing assumptions. Much of Shahab Ahmed’s energy was aimed at
breaking the Middle Eastern monopoly on Islam, but his own conception is
rooted in a “Balkans-to-Bengal complex” that excludes enormous populations of
Muslims with rich historical traditions. To date there have been few efforts to
survey the whole historiography of self-ascribed Muslims. The raw population
figures for Muslims who are thereby excluded from most images of Islamic history
are staggering: approximately half a billion Muslims—one third of the global
Muslim population—live in Southeast Asia or sub-Saharan Africa.
It is clear that there is no essential character to Islamic history in the
broad formulation I apply here (nor, I would argue, in any other), but that does
not mean it is impossible to generalize. We may not be able to identify traits
shared universally among such histories, but we can find traits that appear with
remarkable frequency in that vast corpus of Islamic histories. One of these is a
common guiding question: how did Islam arrive here (wherever that may be)? The
answers are different in every place, but they are all histories of transmission, of
the movement of self-ascription across space and time, with all of its attendant
texts, beliefs, loyalties, practices, etc. Islamic history is, most commonly, a history
of arrival.
At the birth of Islam, the guiding question of arrival was answered by the
Qur’an, the first Islamic history, but within a few generations Muslims found
themselves chronologically and often spatially distant enough from the events of
the Qur’an that they needed new answers. The hadith literature, accounts of the
deeds and words of the prophet Muhammad and his companions, answered this
obliquely through the isnads (chains of transmission) that accompanied the hadith.
Biographical compendia that helped establish the authority of hadith transmitters
provided richer descriptions of the community’s links back to the Prophet. As
time passed and Islam spread, genealogies often did the heavy lifting, especially
where Muslims have been eager to claim descent from the prophet Muhammad or

Upon this story Clifford Geertz partly built his understanding of Islam. Clifford Geertz,
Islam Observed: Religious Development in Morocco and Indonesia (Chicago: University Of Chicago
Press, 1971).
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one of his prominent family members.22 Where Islamic genealogies were rare or
deemphasized, other historical literatures filled the gap. In places such as the Inner
Asian steppe and Java, conversion narratives gained incredible popularity, distilling
the arrival of Islam into the story of one great man’s act of self-ascription.23 In
others, such as 19th-century Hausaland or the Tarim Basin of the 18th century, tales
of holy war proliferated, in which the reader’s ancestors are figured as unbelievers,
Islam’s reluctant hosts rather than Muslim guests.24 In all of these cases, Islamic
histories trace the very paths expressed in self-ascriptive definitions of Islam, the
multifarious, interwined branches of transmission of the idea that something called
Islam exists, and that a person can align themselves with it.
Conclusion
Is this category of “Islamic history” worth talking about, not just for the
value of its contents (the creative output of Muslims over the centuries), but in
terms of this category? What would be lost if we used other categories for Muslims’
“texted pasts”? To begin with, there are good practical reasons to continue
debating the nature of Islamic history, to map the contours of Islamic history, and
to offer Islamic approaches to history as comparative examples. The salience of
the notion of “Islam” in the world today makes an exploration of a category called
“Islamic history” of obvious inherent value. There are simply too many worldshaping decisions being made based on understandings of Islam and its histories
to ignore framings of the past in terms of “Islamic history.” Moreover, if we adopt
the self-ascriptive understanding of Islam, then “Islamic history,” when used as it
is here, can be seen as an emic reflection of the process and importance of selfascription. It is valuable as an emic explanation for the contradiction apparent in
etic definitions, that is, the mutual exclusivity of so many Muslims’ understandings
of Islam. It is a script for the lives of communities, future-oriented as much as
past-oriented. And if “Islamic history” is used in the more common sense of “all
the things that happened in Muslim societies” it is the very process of the spread
and reproduction of self-ascription.
Islamic history is both defined/delimited by the diachronic unfolding of
transmission and the account of that unfolding. What’s more, the attention to
transmission emerges in any view of the aggregate of Islamic history as a
predominant trait. Islamic history is a history of arrivals and transmissions, it is
For example, among the Hadhrami diaspora. Engseng Ho, The Graves of Tarim: Genealogy
and Mobility Across the Indian Ocean (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006).
23 For example, the conversion narrative of Sultan Satuq Bughrakhan in Eastern Turkistan
and the aforementioned stories of Sunan Kalijaga. Gunnar Jarring, Literary Texts from
Kashghar (Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1980); Geertz, Islam Observed: Religious Development in Morocco
and Indonesia.
24 C. E. J. Whitting, “The Unprinted Indigenous Arabic Literature of Northern Nigeria,”
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 75, no. 1–2 (1943): 20–26; Rian Thum, The Sacred Routes of
Uyghur History (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2014).
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created by arrival and transmission, and its defining, self-ascribing feature, at least
as proposed here, is generated by arrivals and transmissions.

